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Everyone is jumping on the bandwagon calling Aptos a scam and a VC pump and dump But the truth
is, every major coin has large amounts of VC funding Solana, Polygon, Avax, Quant, Hedera, Elgarand
all had 20 to 200 million dollars of VC money Yes, some projects like ICP dump on listing when the
listing price is very high and the tokenomics is rigged But why would you write off Aptos before it even
starts trading? Instead, you should watch the listing price and compare it to similar projects to see if it's
undervalued or overvalued You should also check the tokenomics to see if early investors have their
tokens locked up or if they can actually dump And last but not least, it's always a good idea to try out a
new ecosystem to see if the network is smooth and if there are actually good projects Don't be lazy and
write off a new ecosystem before it even launches I don't have any money or interest in Aptos, but I will
try out the ecosystem in case it becomes big in the next couple weeks. 0
https://www.tiktok.com/@virtualbacon/video/7155959268473097477 What is Sui in crypto? Sui is a



decentralized finance (DeFi) platform that offers decentralized borrowing and lending services on the
Ethereum network. It allows users to earn interest on their crypto assets by lending them out to other
users, and also enables users to borrow funds by utilizing their crypto assets as collateral. Sui token
holders have governance rights and can participate in the decision-making process of the platform.
What is the price of Sui? The price of Sui can vary depending on the type and quality of the product. It
may range from a few dollars to several hundred dollars. Is Sui worth buying? The decision to purchase
a product like Sui will ultimately depend on your personal preferences, budget, and needs. It may be
worth buying if you are looking for a high-quality, durable product, have a specific use for it, and can
afford the price. However, it's important to review customer reviews, compare it with other similar
products, and consider if it aligns with your requirements before making a purchase. What is a Sui
wallet? A Sui wallet is a type of digital wallet that allows users to securely store, manage, and transact
various cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and others. It provides users with a secure way to
access and control their digital assets, make payments, and track their cryptocurrency holdings. Sui
wallets are often available as mobile apps or desktop software.


